



























In this paper, we propose multi-variable LSTM capable of accurate forecasting
and variable importance interpretation for time series with exogenous variables.
Current attention mechanism in recurrent neural networks mostly focuses on the
temporal aspect of data and falls short of characterizing variable importance. To
this end, the multi-variable LSTM equipped with tensorized hidden states is devel-
oped to learn hidden states for individual variables, which give rise to our mixture
temporal and variable attention. Based on such attention mechanism, we infer
and quantify variable importance. Extensive experiments using real datasets with
Granger-causality test and the synthetic dataset with ground truth demonstrate the
prediction performance and interpretability of multi-variable LSTM in compari-
son to a variety of baselines. It exhibits the prospect of multi-variable LSTM as
an end-to-end framework for both forecasting and knowledge discovery.
1 Introduction
Our daily life is now surrounded by various types of sensors, ranging from smartphones, video cam-
eras, Internet of things, to robots. The observations yield by such devices over time are naturally
organized in time series data Qin et al. (2017); Yang et al. (2015). In this paper, we focus on time
series with exogenous variables. Specifically, given a target time series as well as an additional set
of time series corresponding to exogenous variables, a predictive model using the historical observa-
tions of both target and exogenous variables to predict the future values of the target variable is an
autoregressive exogenous model, referred to as ARX. ARX models have been successfully used for
modeling the input-output behavior of many complex systems DiPietro et al. (2017); Zemouri et al.
(2010); Lin et al. (1996). In addition to forecasting, the interpretability of such models is essen-
tial for deployment, e.g. understanding the different importance of exogenous variables w.r.t. the
evolution of the target one Hu et al. (2018); Siggiridou & Kugiumtzis (2016); Zhou et al. (2015).
Meanwhile, long short-term memory units (LSTM) Hochreiter & Schmidhuber (1997) and the
gated recurrent unit (GRU) Cho et al. (2014), a class of recurrent neural networks (RNN), have
achieved great success in various applications on sequence and time series data Lipton et al. (2015);
Wang et al. (2016); Guo et al. (2016); Lin et al. (2017); Sutskever et al. (2014).
However, current recurrent neural networks fall short of achieving interpretability on the variable
level when they are used for ARX models. For instance, when fed with the multi-variable historical
observations of the target and exogenous variables, LSTM blindly blends the information of all
variables into the memory cells and hidden states which are used for prediction. Therefore, it is
intractable to distinguish the contribution of individual variables into the prediction by looking into
hidden states Zhang et al. (2017).
∗Equal contribution.
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Recently, attention-based neural networks Bahdanau et al. (2014); Vinyals et al. (2015);
Chorowski et al. (2015); Choi et al. (2016); Qin et al. (2017); Cinar et al. (2017) have been
proposed to enhance the ability of RNN in selectively using long-term memory as well as the
interpretability. Current attention mechanism is mostly applied to hidden states across time steps,
thereby focusing on capturing temporally important information and failing to uncover the different
importance of input variables.
To this end, we aim to develop a LSTM neural network based ARXmodel to achieve a unified frame-
work of both forecasting and knowledge discovery. In particular, the contribution is fourfold. First,
we propose the multi-variable LSTM, referred to as MV-LSTM, with tensorized hidden states and as-
sociated updating scheme, such that each element of the hidden state tensor encodes information for
a certain input variable. Second, by using the variable-wise hidden states we develop a probabilistic
mixture representation of temporal and variable attention. Learning and forecasting of MV-LSTM
are built on top of this mixture attention mechanism. Third, we propose to interpret and quantify
variable importance by the posterior inference of variable attention. Lastly, we perform an exten-
sive experimental evaluation of MV-LSTM against statistical, machine learning and neural network
baselines to demonstrate the prediction performance and interpretability of MV-LSTM. The idea
of MV-LSTM easily applies to other variants of RNN, e.g., GRU or stacking multiple MV-LSTM
layers. These will be the future work.
2 Related work
Vanilla recurrent neural networks have been used to study nonlinear ARX problem in Zemouri et al.
(2010); Diaconescu (2008); DiPietro et al. (2017). Tank et al. (2017, 2018) proposed to identify
causal variables w.r.t. the target one via sparse regularization. Our MV-LSTM is intended for pro-
viding the accurate prediction as well as interpretability of variable importance via attention mecha-
nism.
Recently, attention mechanism has gained increasing popularity due to its ability in enabling re-
current neural networks to select parts of hidden states across time steps as well as enhancing
the interpretability of networks Bahdanau et al. (2014); Vinyals et al. (2015); Choi et al. (2016);
Vaswani et al. (2017); Lai et al. (2017); Qin et al. (2017); Cinar et al. (2017); Choi et al. (2018);
Guo et al. (2018). However, current attention mechanism is normally applied to hidden states across
time steps, and for multi-variable input sequence, it fails to characterize variable level importance.
Only some very recent studies Choi et al. (2016); Qin et al. (2017) attempted to develop attention
mechanism capable of handling multi-variable sequence data. Qin et al. (2017); Choi et al. (2016)
first use neural networks to learn weights on input variables and then feed weighted input data into
another neural network Qin et al. (2017) or use it directly for forecasting Choi et al. (2016). In our
MV-LSTM, temporal and variable attention are jointly derived from hidden states for individual
variables learned via one end-to-end network.
Another line of related research is about tensorization and selectively updating of hidden states in re-
current neural networks. Novikov et al. (2015); Do et al. (2017) proposed to represent hidden states
as a matrix. He et al. (2017) developed tensorized LSTM in which hidden states are represented by
tensors to enhance the capacity of networks without additional parameters. Koutnik et al. (2014);
Neil et al. (2016); Kuchaiev & Ginsburg (2017) put forward to partition the hidden layer into sepa-
rated modules as independent feature groups. In MV-LSTM, hidden states are organized in a matrix,
each element of which encodes information specific to an input variable. Meanwhile, the hidden
states are correlatively updated such that inter-correlation among input variables is still captured.
3 Multi-Variable LSTM
Assume we have N − 1 exogenous time series and a target series y of length T , where y =
[y1, · · · , yT ] and y ∈ R
T .2 By stacking exogenous time series and target series, we define a multi-
variable input sequence as XT = {x1, · · · ,xT }, where xt = [x1t , · · · , x
N−1
t , yt] ∈ R
N is the
multi-variable input at time step t and xnt ∈ R is the observation of n-th exogenous time series at
time t. GivenXT , we aim to learn a non-linear mapping to predict the next value of the target series,
2Vectors are assumed to be in column form throughout this paper.
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namely yˆT+1 = F(XT ). Model F(·) should be interpretable in the sense that we can understand
which exogenous variables are crucial for the prediction.
3.1 Network Architecture
Inspired by He et al. (2017); Kuchaiev & Ginsburg (2017), in MV-LSTM we develop tensorized
hidden states and associated update scheme, which are able to ensure that each element of the hidden
state tensor encapsulates information exclusively from a certain variable of the input. As a result,
it enables to develop a flexible temporal and variable attention mechanism on top of such hidden
states.
Figure 1: A toy example of a MV-LSTM with a two-variable input sequence and the hidden matrix
of size 4 × 2, i.e. 4-dimensional hidden state per variable. Panel (a) exhibits the derivation of cell
update matrix Jt, i.e. Eq. (1). Purple and blue colors correspond to two variables. Rectangles with
circles inside represent input data and hidden states at one step. Grey areas outline the corresponding
weights, hidden states, and input. Panel (b) demonstrates the process of gate calculation, i.e. Eq. (2).
(best viewed in color)
Specifically, we define the hidden state tensor (matrix) at time step t in a MV-LSTM layer asHt =
[h1t , · · · , h
N
t ]
⊤, where Ht ∈ RN×d, hnt ∈ R
d, N · d = D and D is overall size of the layer.
The element hnt of Ht is a hidden state vector specific to n-th input variable. Then, we define the
input-to-hidden transition tensor (matrix) as Wx = [W
1
x , · · · , W
N
x ]
⊤, where Wx ∈ RN×d and
Wnx ∈ R
d. The hidden-to-hidden transition tensor is defined as: Wh = [W
1
h , · · · , W
N
h ], where
Wh ∈ RN×d×d andWnh ∈ R
d×d.
Similar to the standard LSTM neural networks Hochreiter & Schmidhuber (1997), MV-LSTM has
the input, forget and output gates as well as the memory cells to control the update of hidden state
matrix. Given the newly incoming input xt at time t and the hidden state matrixHt−1 and memory
cell ct−1 up to t− 1, we formulate the iterative update process in a MV-LSTM layer as follows:





= σ (W[xt ⊕ vec(Ht−1)] + b) (2)
ct = ft ⊙ ct−1 + it ⊙ vec(Jt) (3)
Ht = matricization(ot ⊙ tanh(ct)) (4)
Overall, Eq. (1) gives rise to the cell update matrix Jt = [j
1
t , · · · , j
N
t ]
⊤ ∈ RN×d, where jnt ∈ R
d
corresponds to the update w.r.t. input variable n. The termWh⊛N Ht−1 andWx ∗xt respectively
capture the update from the hidden states of the previous step and the new input. Concretely, the
tensor-dot operation ⊛(·) in Eq. (1) returns the product of two tensors along a specified axis. Thus,
given tensor Wh and Ht−1, the tensor-dot of Wh and Ht−1 along the axis N is expressed as












d. Additionally, we define ∗
as the product between the transition matrix and input vector: Wx ∗ xt = [W1xx
1






Eq. (2) derives the input gate it, forget gate ft and output gate ot by using xt and Ht−1. All these
gates are vectors of dimension D. vec(·) refers to the vectorization operation, where in Eq. (2) it
concatenates columns ofHt−1 into a vector of dimensionD. ⊕ is the concatenation operation. σ(·)
represents the element-wise sigmoid activation function. Each element in gate vectors is derived
based on xt ⊕ vec(Ht−1) that carries information regarding all input variables, so as to utilize the
cross-correlation between input variables.
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In Eq. (3), memory cell vector ct is updated by using the previous cell ct−1 and vectorized cell
update matrix Jt obtained in Eq. (1). ⊙ denotes element-wise multiplication. Finally, in Eq. (4) the
new hidden state matrix at t is the matricization 3 of tanh(ct) weighted by the output gate.
3.2 Mixture Temporal and Variable Attention
After feeding a sequence of {x1, · · · ,xT } into MV-LSTM, we obtain a sequence of hidden state
matrices, denoted by HT = [H1, · · · ,HT ], where HT ∈ RT×N×d and element Ht ∈ RN×d.
HT is then used in our mixture temporal and variable attention mechanism, which facilitates the
following learning, inference and interpretation of variable importance.
Figure 2: Illustration of the mixture temporal and variable attention process in a MV-LSTM layer
with a two-variable input sequence and the hidden matrix of size 4 × 2, i.e. 4-dimensional hidden
state per variable. (best viewed in color)
Specifically, our attention mechanism is based on a probabilistic mixture of experts model Zong et al.
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T } andYT = {y1, · · · , yT }.
In Eq. (5), we introduce a latent random variable zT+1 into the the density function of yT+1 to
govern the generation of yT+1 conditional on historical data XT . zT+1 is a discrete variable over
the set of values {1, · · · , N} corresponding to N input variables. Mathematically, the joint density
of yT+1 and zT+1 is decomposed into a component model (i.e. p(yT+1|zT+1 = n,XnT )) and the
prior of zT+1 conditioning on XT (i.e. p(zT+1 = n|XT )). The component model characterizes
the density of yT+1 conditioned on historical data of variable n, while the prior of zT+1 controls to
what extent yT+1 is generated by variable n as well as enabling to adaptively adjust the contribution
of variable n to fit yT+1. For zT+1 = N , it refers to the autoregressive part.
Evaluating each part of Eq. (5) amounts to the temporal and variable attention process using hidden
states HT in MV-LSTM. Temporal attention is first applied to the sequence of hidden states for
individual variables, so as to obtain a summarized hidden state for each variable. The history of
each variable is encoded in such temporally summarized hidden states, which are used to calculate
p(yT+1|zT+1 = n,XnT ) and p(yT+1|zT+1 = N,YT ). Then, since the prior p(zT+1 = n|XT ) in
(5) is a discrete distribution on {1, · · · , N}, it naturally characterizes the attention on the exogenous
and autoregressive parts for predicting yT+1.
In detail, the weights and bias of the temporal attention process are defined as Ws =
[W1s, · · · ,W
N
s ]
⊤ and bs ∈ RN . Ws ∈ RN×d and the element Wns ∈ R
d corresponds to n-th
3 In our case, matricization is the operation that reshape a vector of RD into a matrix of RN×d.
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variable. The temporal attention is then derived as:
e = tanh(HT−1 ⊛N Ws + bs) (6)
a = [softmax(e1), · · · , softmax(eN )]⊤ (7)
catt = a⊛N HT−1 (8)
H˜ = HT ⊕d catt (9)
In Eq. (6), e = [e1, · · · , eN ]⊤ ∈ RN×(T−1) is derived via the tensor-dot operation, where element
en ∈ RT−1 is the attention score on previous T − 1 steps of variable n (other methods of deriving
attention scores is compatible with MV-LSTM Cinar et al. (2017); Qin et al. (2017) and we use the
simple one layer transformation in the present paper). Then, the attention weights a ∈ RN×(T−1)
is obtained by performing softmax(·) on each row of e. a ⊛N HT−1 gives rise to the variable-
wise context matrix catt ∈ RN×d. Recall that the hidden state matrix at T is HT ∈ RN×d. By
concatenating catt and HT along axis d in Eq. (9), we obtain the context enhanced hidden state
matrix H˜ = [h˜1, · · · , h˜N ]⊤ ∈ RN×2d, where h˜n ∈ R2d is a hidden state summarizing the temporal
information of variable n.
Now we can formulate individual component model in Eq. (5) as:
p(yT+1|zT+1 = n,X
n
T ) ≈ p(yT+1|h˜
n) = N (yT+1 |W
n
o · h˜
n + bno , σ
2) , (10)




o are output weight and bias. In
experiments, we simply set σ2 to one. Meanwhile, by using summarized hidden states H˜, we derive
p(zT+1 = n|XT ) to characterize variable level attention as:








whereWv ∈ R2d is the variable attention weight and bv ∈ R is the bias.
3.3 Learning, Inference and Interpretation
In the learning phase, denote byΘ = {Wh,Wx,b,bj ,W,Ws,Wv,Wo, bo, bv} the set of param-
eters in MV-LSTM. Given a set ofM training sequences {XT }m and {yT+1}m, the loss function to















2) + λ‖Θ‖2 (12)
In the inference phase, the prediction of yT+1 is obtained by the weighted sum of means as Graves
(2013); Bishop (1994): yˆT+1 =
∑N





n + bno ).
For the interpretation of the variable importance via mixture attention, we consider to use the poste-
rior of zT+1,m, i.e.
p(zT+1,m = n|XT,m, yT+1,m) ∝ p(yT+1,m|zT+1,m = n|X
n
T,m) · p(zT+1,m = n|XT,m) (13)
which takes the prediction performance of individual variables into account. We refer to the de-
rived p(zT+1,m = n|XT,m, yT+1,m) and p(zT+1,m = n|XT,m) respectively as posterior and prior
attention.
Meanwhile, note that we obtain the posterior of zT+1,m for each training sequence. In or-
der to attain a uniform view of variable importance over the set of data, we define the impor-
tance of an input variable by aggregating all the posterior attention of this variable as follows:
Importance(n) =
∑
m p(zT+1,m = n|XT,m , yT+1,m)∑
k
∑




Importance(n) = 1 (14)
4 Experiments
In this part, we report experimental results. Due to the page limitation, please refer to the appendix
section for full results.
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4.1 Datasets
We use three real datasets4 and one synthetic dataset to evaluate MV-LSTM and baselines.
PM2.5: It contains hourly PM2.5 data and the associated meteorological data in Beijing of China.
PM2.5 measurement is the target series. The exogenous time series include dew point, temperature,
pressure, combined wind direction, cumulated wind speed, hours of snow, and hours of rain. Totally
we have 41, 700multi-variable sequences.
Energy: It collects the appliance energy use in a low energy building. The target series is the
energy data logged every 10 minutes. Exogenous time series consist of 14 variables, e.g. the house
inside temperature conditions and outside weather information including temperature, wind speed,
humanity and dew point from the nearest weather station. The number of sequence is 19, 700.
Plant: This dataset records the time series of energy production of a photovoltaic (PV) power plant
in Italy Ceci et al. (2017). Exogenous data consists of 8 dimensional time series regarding weather
conditions (such as temperature, cloud coverage, etc.). It gives 8, 600 sequences for evaluation.
Synthetic: It is generated based on the idea of Lorenz model Tank et al. (2017, 2018). Exogenous
series are generated via the ARMA process with randomized parameters. The target series is driven
by an ARMA process plus coupled exogenous series of variable 2 and 3 with randomized autore-
gressive orders and thus the synthetic dataset has ground truth of variable importance. In total, we
generate 40, 000 sequences of 10 exogenous time series.
For each dataset, we perform Augmented Dickey-Fuller (AD-Fuller) and Kwiatkowski Phillips
Schmidt Shin (KPSS) tests to determine the necessity of differencing time series Kirchgässner et al.
(2012). The window size, namely T in Sec. 3, is set to 30. We further study the prediction perfor-
mance under different window sizes in the supplementarymaterial. Each dataset is split into training
(70%), validation (10%) and testing sets (20%).
4.2 Baselines and Evaluation Setup
The first category of statistics baselines includes:
STRX is the structural time series model with exogenous variables Scott & Varian (2014);
Radinsky et al. (2012). It is formulated in terms of unobserved components via the state space
method.
ARIMAX augments the classical time series autoregressive integrated moving average model
(ARIMA) by adding regression terms on exogenous variables Hyndman & Athanasopoulos (2014).
The second category of machine learning baselines includes popular tree ensemble methods and
regularized regression as:
RF refers to random forests. It is an ensemble learning method consisting of several decision trees
Liaw et al. (2002); Meek et al. (2002) and has been used in time series prediction Patel et al. (2015).
XGT refers to the extreme gradient boosting Chen & Guestrin (2016). It is the application of boost-
ing methods to regression trees Friedman (2001).
ENET represents Elastic-Net, which is a regularized regression method combining both L1 and
L2 penalties of the lasso and ridge methods Zou & Hastie (2005) and has been used in time series
analysis Liu et al. (2010); Bai & Ng (2008).
The third category of neural network baselines includes:
RETAIN requires to pre-train two recurrent neural networks to respectively derive weights on tem-
poral steps and variables, which are then used to perform prediction Choi et al. (2016).
DUAL is built upon encoder-decoder architecture Qin et al. (2017), which uses an encoder LSTM
to learn weights on input variables and then feeds pre-weighted input data into a decoder LSTM for
forecasting.
cLSTM proposes to identify Granger causal variables via sparse regularization on the weights of
LSTM Tank et al. (2017, 2018).
4https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html
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Additionally, we have two variants of MV-LSTM denoted by MV-Indep and MV-Fusion, which
are developed to evaluate the efficacy of the updating and mixture mechanism of MV-LSTM. MV-
Indep builds independent recurrent neural networks for each input variable, whose outputs are fed
into the mixture attention process to obtain prediction. The only difference between MV-Fusion
and MV-LSTM is that, instead of using mixture attention, MV-Fusion fuses the hidden states of
each variable into one hidden state via variable attention.
In ARIMAX, the orders of auto-regression and moving-average terms are set via the autocorrelation
and partial autocorrelation. For RF and XGT, the hyper-parameter tree depth and the number of
iterations are chosen from range [3, 10] and [3, 200] via grid search. For XGT, L2 regularization is
added by searching within {0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10}. As for ENET, the coefficients for L2
and L1 penalties are selected from {0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1, 1.5, 2}. For these machine learning
baselines, multi-variable input sequences are flattened into feature vectors.
We implemented MV-LSTM and neural network baselines with Tensorflow5. For training, we used
Adam with the mini-batch of 64 instances Kingma & Ba (2014). For the size of recurrent and dense
layers in the baselines, we conduct grid search over {16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512}. The size of the MV-
LSTM recurrent layer is set by the number of neurons per variable selected from {10, 15, 20, 25}.
Dropout is set to 0.5. Learning rate is searched in {0.0005, 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05}. L2 regu-
larization is added with the coefficient chosen from {0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1.0}. We train each
approach 10 times and report average performance.




2/M . MAE is defined as MAE =
∑
t |yt − yˆt|/M .
4.3 Prediction Performance
We report the prediction errors of all approaches in Table 1 and Table 2. In Table 1, we observe that in
most of the time, STRX and ARIMAX underperformmachine learning and neural network solutions.
Among RF, XGT, and ENET, XGT performs the best mostly. As for neural network baselines,
DUAL outperforms RETAIN and cLSTM as well as machine learning baselines in the Synthetic
and Energy datasets. Our MV-LSTM outperforms baselines by around 40% at most. MV-LSTM
performs slightly better than both of MV-Fusion and MV-Indep, while providing the interpretation
benefit, which is shown in the next group of experiments. Above observations also apply to the
MAE results in Table 2 and we skip the detailed description.














Synthetic Energy Plant PM2.5
STRX 9.23± 0.12 56.87± 0.09 249.89± 0.13 52.51± 0.22
ARIMAX 9.04± 0.03 50.04± 0.06 223.72± 0.15 42.51± 0.13
RF 6.15± 0.04 49.64± 1.80 165.71± 0.15 33.84± 1.13
XGT 6.06± 0.03 41.15± 0.06 166.65± 0.09 25.00± 0.02
ENET 6.05± 0.01 42.78± 0.11 173.26± 0.11 26.03± 0.19
DUAL 6.17± 0.05 40.30± 0.11 175.34± 0.45 25.53± 0.08
RETAIN 6.18± 0.01 54.77± 0.11 286.64± 0.25 61.22± 0.49
cLSTM 6.37± 0.01 65.42± 0.23 167.56± 0.34 83.59± 0.05
MV-Fusion 6.02± 0.03 41.26± 0.06 162.63± 0.52 25.94± 0.06
MV-Indep 6.06± 0.05 40.20.± 0.07 159.90± 0.22 25.15± 0.12
MV-LSTM 5.92± 0.03 39.81± 0.03 157.23± 0.16 24.79± 0.09
4.4 Model Interpretation
In this part, we compare MV-LSTM to baselines also with interpretability over the variable impor-
tance, i.e. DUAL, RETAIN and cLSTM. For real datasets without ground truth about variable impor-
tance, we perform Granger causality test Arnold et al. (2007) to identify causal variables, which are
5 Code will be released upon requested.
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Synthetic Energy Plant PM2.5
STRX 7.44± 0.11 68.77± 0.10 201.03± 0.20 53.93± 0.12
ARIMAX 7.32± 0.04 50.43± 0.04 174.09± 0.18 40.05± 0.10
RF 5.23± 0.03 27.30± 0.23 134.84± 0.18 22.27± 0.03
XGT 5.15± 0.01 20.20± 0.04 133.69± 0.10 15.72± 0.04
ENET 5.17± 0.04 21.68± 0.09 139.00± 0.09 15.92± 0.02
DUAL 5.10± 0.03 20.75± 0.17 139.16± 0.40 16.02± 0.12
RETAIN 5.25± 0.01 29.70± 0.12 235.98± 0.27 44.50± 0.32
cLSTM 5.41± 0.01 35.88± 0.11 142.97± 0.14 65.71± 0.09
MV-Fusion 5.17± 0.07 21.13± 0.17 133.64± 1.30 16.06± 0.08
MV-Indep 5.25± 0.02 19.92± 0.11 138.23± 0.64 15.55± 0.11
MV-LSTM 4.98± 0.01 19.79± 0.15 132.54± 0.21 15.24± 0.04
considered as important variables for the further comparison. For the synthetic dataset, we evaluate
by observing whether an approach can recognize variable 2 and 3 with high importance value.
Similar to MV-LSTM, we can collect variable attentions of each sequence in DUAL and RETAIN
and obtain importance value by Eq. (14). Note that variable attentions obtained in RETAIN are un-
normalized values. In cLSTM, we identify important variables by non-zero corresponding weights
of the neural network Tank et al. (2018) and thus have no importance value to report in Table 3.
Table 3 reports some top variables ranked by the corresponding importance value in the brackets.
The higher the importance value, the more crucial the variable. In dataset PM2.5, three variables (i.e.
dew point, cumulated wind speed, and pressure) identified as Granger causal variables are also top
ranked by the variable importance in MV-LSTM. As is pointed out by Liang et al. (2015), dew point
and pressure are the most influential. Strong wind can bring dry and fresh air and it is crucial as well.
This is in line with the variable importance detected by MV-LSTM. On the contrary, baselines miss
identifying some variables. Likewise, for Plant dataset, as is suggested by Mekhilef et al. (2012);
Ghazi & Ip (2014) in addition to cloud cover, humidity, wind speed, and temperature affect the
efficiency of PV cells and thus important for power generation.
Table 3: Interpretation of variable importance.
Dataset Method Rank of variables according to importance
PM2.5
MV-LSTM Dew point (0.38), Cumulated wind speed (0.35), Pressure (0.073)
DUAL Temperature (0.29), Dew Point (0.26), Pressure (0.21)
RETAIN Pressure (1.14), Cumulated hours of snow (0.04), Cumulated wind speed (-0.42)
cLSTM Dew Point , Pressure , Temperature
Plant
MV-LSTM Cloud cover (0.26), Wind speed (0.12), Temperature (0.09), Humidity (0.07)
DUAL Humidity (0.29), Cloud cover (0.16), Wind speed (0.15), Temperature (0.14)
RETAIN Plant temp.(0.69), Wind speed (0.38), Dew point(0.35), Temperature (0.25)
cLSTM Dew point , Humidity , Plant temperature, Wind bearing
Energy
MV-LSTM Living room temp. (0.36), Office room temp.(0.17), Parents room temp. (0.17)
DUAL Humidity outside (0.17), Wind speed (0.16), Living room temp. (0.10)
RETAIN Building outside temp. (0.13), Parents room temp. (0.11), Outside temp. (0.11)
cLSTM Humidity outside, Office room temp., Living room temp.
Synthetic
MV-LSTM Variable 3 (0.18), Variable 2 (0.18), Variable 8 (0.17), Variable 6 (0.15), Variable 4 (0.13)
DUAL Variable 1 (0.12), Variable 0 (0.12), Variable 7 (0.11), Variable 3 (0.10), Variable 6 (0.10)
RETAIN Variable 10 (1.08), Variable 8(0.09), Variable 9(0.07), Variable 4 (0.06), Variable 6 (0.05)
cLSTM Variable 7, Variable 6, Variable 0, Variable 3 , Variable 1
*Color box · represents the variable is important based on Granger causality test or ground truth.
Furthermore, Figure 3 visualizes the histograms of attention values of two example variables in
the PM2.5 dataset. In MV-LSTM, compared with priors, the posterior attention of the variable “dew
point” shifts rightward, while the posterior of variable “cumulated hours of rain” moves towards zero.
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Figure 3: Histogram visualization of variable attentions w.r.t. two example variables in PM2.5. For
MV-LSTM, both prior and posterior attentions are shown. DUAL and RETAIN only have attention
weights.
It indicates that posterior attention rectifies the prior by taking into account the predictive likelihood.
As a result, the variable importance derived from posterior attention is more distinguishable and
informative, compared with the attention weights in DUAL and RETAIN.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an interpretable multi-variable LSTM for time series with exogenous
variables. Based on the tensorized hidden states in MV-LSTM, we develop mixture temporal and
variable attention mechanism, which enables to infer and quantify the variable importance w.r.t.
the target series. Extensive experiments on a synthetic dataset with ground truth and real datasets
with Granger causality test exhibit the superior prediction performance and interpretability of MV-
LSTM.
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Theorem 1. The hidden states and memory cells in MV-LSTM are updated by the process below:





= σ (W[xt ⊕ vec(Ht−1)] + b)
ct = ft ⊙ ct−1 + it ⊙ vec(Jt)
Ht = matricization(ot ⊙ tanh(ct))
and therefore each elementhnt of hidden state matrixHt = [h
1
t , · · · , h
N
t ]
⊤ encodes the information
exclusively from the corresponding input variable n.
Proof. By the tensor-dot operation ⊛N , only the elements of Wh and Ht−1 corresponding to n










while, since the product between input-hidden transition weights and input vector is Wx ∗ xt =
[W1xx
1





⊤, each resulting element W1xx
n
t only carries information about variable n.
Then, though the derivation of gates it, ft, and ot mix information from all input variables in order
to capture cross-correlation among variables, memory cells are updated by multiplication operation
between gates and Jt and therefore the information encoded in Jt are still specific to each input vari-
able. Likewise, hidden state matrix Ht derived from the updated memory retain the variable-wise
hidden states.
6.2 Prediction Performance
In addition to the results under window size 30 in Table 1 and 2, we report the prediction errors
under different window sizes i.e. T in Eq. (12).














Synthetic Energy Plant PM2.5
STRX 4.32± 0.02 51.42± 0.05 214.44± 0.32 45.32± 0.13
ARIMAX 4.23± 0.03 47.04± 0.04 204.34± 0.53 45.55± 0.09
RF 2.22± 0.06 45.41± 0.11 163.02± 0.23 29.64± 0.13
XGT 2.19± 0.06 40.53± 0.09 163.24± 0.43 25.14± 0.09
ENET 2.19± 0.03 42.77± 0.05 164.0± 0.41 25.92± 0.11
DUAL 2.21± 0.01 39.97± 0.04 158.40± 0.23 25.60± 0.09
RETAIN 2.25± 0.02 52.68± 0.05 256.09± 0.12 52.43± 0.10
cLSTM 2.34± 0.04 46.32.± 009. 168.32± 0.16 31.42± 0.11
MV-Fusion 2.14± 0.03 40.13± 0.11 159.54± 0.34 26.10± 0.09
MV-Indep 2.21± 0.05 40.43± 0.08 161.34± 0.45 25.85± 0.10
MV-LSTM 2.11± 0.04 39.12± 0.02 154.39± 0.12 24.73.± 0.06
6.3 Model Interpretation
In this part, we provide the variable list about each dataset in Table 8 and report the full variable
importance in Table 9. Figure 4 to 7 visualize the histograms of attention of all variables in each
dataset. In MV-LSTM, compared with priors, the posterior attention rectifies the prior by taking
into account the predictive likelihood. while the attention weights in DUAL and RETAIN are not
representative enough.
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Synthetic Energy Plant PM2.5
STRX 3.54± 0.04 41.32± 0.04 189.12± 0.56 40.93± 0.10
ARIMAX 3.76± 0.06 39.03± 0.03 190.87± 0.81 39.84± 0.11
RF 2.13± 0.07 26.14± 0.10 133.69± 0.43 21.43± 0.23
XGT 2.03± 0.08 19.49± 0.03 131.48± 0.80 16.12± 0.15
ENET 1.88± 0.00 22.04± 0.09 137.16± 0.60 15.94± 0.09
DUAL 1.83± 0.05 19.83± 0.03 130.56± 0.30 16.37± 0.10
RETAIN 1.92± 0.04 31.21± 0.10 201.34± 0.41 36.32± 0.09
cLSTM 2.01± 0.01 21.90± 0.05 134.60± 0.31 18.43± 0.08
MV-Fusion 2.10± 0.03 20.01± 0.01 131.10± 0.31 16.90± 0.10
MV-Indep 1.98± 0.01 21.03± 0.03 129.90± 0.12 16.10± 0.08
MV-LSTM 1.83.± 0.02 18.89± 0.03 128.21± 0.13 15.40.± 0.04














Synthetic Energy Plant PM2.5
STRX 4.78± 0.03 55.43± 0.09 231.43± 0.19 48.12± 0.05
ARIMAX 4.58± 0.07 53.32± 0.08 225.54± 0.23 43.32± 0.07
RF 4.12± 0.05 48.32± 0.11 164.23± 0.65 30.43± 0.04
XGT 3.90± 0.02 42.43± 0.09 164.10± 0.54 26.32± 0.05
ENET 3.91± 0.01 42.12± 0.10 168.22± 0.49 27.12± 0.2
DUAL 3.36± 0.02 39.35± 0.09 175.43± 0.54 24.89± 0.05
RETAIN 3.42± 0.05 53.80± 0.10 280.81± 0.36 58.44± 0.03
cLSTM 3.98± 0.07 40.02± 0.11 174.30± 0.34 30.66± 0.05
MV-Fusion 3.43± 0.05 41.54± 0.05 163.03± 0.20 26.10± 0.04
MV-Indep 3.41± 0.02 40.34± 0.08 162.10± 0.32 26.13± 0.06
MV-LSTM 3.27± 0.03 39.13± 0.0 159.97± 0.12 24.70± 0.08














Synthetic Energy Plant PM2.5
STRX 4.10± 0.03 47.43± 0.08 192.23± 0.43 42.13± 0.03
ARIMAX 4.02± 0.04 46.30± 0.09 193.42± 0.41 42.98± 0.07
RF 2.90± 0.03 26.34± 005 130.90± 0.15 21.05± 0.11
XGT 2.87± 0.04 19.26± 0.08 131.47± 0.21 15.71± 0.09
ENET 2.88± 0.08 27.71± 0.11 137.04± 0.38 15.92± 0.10
DUAL 2.87± 0.08 19.95± 0.10 136.87± 0.12 15.27± 0.09
RETAIN 2.90± 0.05 30.12± 0.09 228.45± 0.15 41.21± 0.06
cLSTM 2.98± 0.07 23.43± 0.11 141.14± 0.31 16.87± 0.10
MV-Fusion 3.01± 0.03 20.80± 0.10 132.12± 0.011 16.12± 0.04
MV-Indep 2.98± 0.03 19.91± 0.09 131.22± 0.032 15.90± 0.07




Dew Point, Temperature, Pressure, Cumulated wind speed,
Cumulated hours of snow, Cumulated hours of rain, PM2.5 measurement
Plant
Plant temperature, Cloud cover, Dew point, Humidity,
Temperature, Wind bearing, Wind speed, Power production
Energy
Kitchen temperature, Living room temperature, Laundry room temperature,
Office room temperature, Bathroom temperature, Building outside temperature,
Ironing room temperature, Teenager room temperature, Parents room temperature,
Outside temperature, Wind speed, Humidity outside, Dew point, Energy consumption
Synthetic Variable 0 to 9, target variable 10
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Table 9: Interpretation of variable importance (full results).
Dataset Method Rank of variables according to importance
PM2.5
MV-LSTM Dew point (0.38), Cumulated wind speed (0.35), Pressure (0.073),
Temperature(0.067), Autoregressive(0.05), Cumulated hours of
snow(0.04), Cumulated hours of rain(0.04)
DUAL Temperature(0.29), Dew Point (0.26), Pressure (0.21),
Cumulated wind speed (0.09), Cumulated hours of snow (0.08),
Cumulated hours of rain (0.07)
RETAIN Autoregressive(3.79), Pressure (1.14), Cumulated hours of
snow(0.04),
Cumulated wind speed (-0.42), Cumulated hours of rain (-0.47),
Dew Point (-1.24), Temperature (-1.80)
cLSTM Dew Point , Pressure , Temperature
Plant
MV-LSTM Cloud cover (0.26), Wind speed (0.12), Temperature (0.09),
Humidity (0.07), Autoregressive (0.30), Dew point (0.06), Wind
bearing (0.05), Plant-temp.(0.05)
DUAL Humidity (0.29), Cloud cover (0.16), Wind speed (0.15),
Temperature (0.14), Wind bearing (0.09), Plant-temp (0.09), Dew
point (0.08)
RETAIN Plant temp.(0.69), Wind speed (0.38), Dew point(0.35), Autoregres-
sive (0.77), Temperature (0.25), Wind bearing (-0.13), Cloud cover
(-0.46), Humidity (-0.84)
cLSTM Dew point, Humidity , Plant temperature, Autoregressive, Wind bear-
ing, Wind speed
Energy
MV-LSTM Living room (0.36), Office room(0.17), Parents room (0.17), Humid-
ity outside (0.15), Dew point(0.06), Wind speed(0.05), Kitchen temp.
(0.02), Bathroom temp (0.02), Teenager room temp. (0.02), Building
outside temp.(0.01), Outside temp.(0.01), Autoregressive (0.01), Iron-
ing room temp.(0.008), Laundry room temp.(0.002)
DUAL Humidity outside(0.17), Wind speed(0.16), Living room temp. (0.10),
Parents room temp. (0.07), Laundry room temp. (0.06), Bath-
room temp. (0.06), Building outside temp. (0.06), Teenager room
temp.(0.06), Outside temp.(0.06), Ironing room temp. (0.05), Kitchen
temp.(0.05), Dew point (0.05), ’Office room temp.’, 0.05)
RETAIN Building outside temp.(0.13), Autoregressive (0.12),
Parents room temp. (0.11), Outside temp.(0.11), Ironing room
temp.(0.09), Bathroom temp. (0.09), Laundry room temp. (0.09),
Living room temp. (0.08), Office room temp.(0.06), Dew point(0.06),
Teenager room temp. (0.05), Kitchen temp.(0.047), Wind speed (0.03),
Humidity outside (-0.07)
cLSTM Humidity outside, Office room temp., Living room temp. , Laundry
room temp., Parents room temp. , Dew point, Ironing room temp
Synthetic
MV-LSTM Variable 3 (0.18), Variable 2 (0.18), Variable 8(0.17), Variable
6(0.15), Variable 4 (0.13), Variable 1 (0.08), Variable 7 (0.06), Variable
0 (0.02), Variable 9 (0.01), Autoregressive (0.01), Variable 5 (0.01)
DUAL Variable 1 (0.12), Variable 0 (0.12), Variable 7 (0.11), Variable 3
(0.10), Variable 6 (0.10), Variable 2 (0.09), Variable 4 (0.09), Variable
8 (0.09), Variable 5 (0.09), Variable 9 (0.09)
RETAIN Variable 10 (1.08), Variable 8(0.09), Variable 9(0.07), Variable 4 (0.06),
Variable 6 (0.05), Variable 2 (0.02), Variable 1 (0.01), Variable 7 (-
0.04), Variable 0 (-0.1), Variable 5 (-0.11), Variable 3 (-0.13)
cLSTM Variable 7, Variable 6, Variable 0, Variable 3 , Variable 1
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Figure 4: Histogram visualization of variable attentions in the PM2.5 dataset. For MV-LSTM, both
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Figure 5: Histogram visualization of variable attentions in the Plant dataset. For MV-LSTM, both
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Figure 6: Histogram visualization of variable attentions in the Energy dataset. For MV-LSTM, both
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Figure 7: Histogram visualization of variable attentions in the Synthetic dataset. For MV-LSTM,
both prior and posterior attentions are shown. DUAL and RETAIN only have attention weights.
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